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INTRODUCTION

The simulation of unsteady flows characterized by large

separations induced by adverse pressure gradient is still a chal-

lenge at high Reynolds numbers. For such simulations, hybrid

models are those favored due to the cost/accuracy compro-

mise they offer. In this study, we assess, next to the DDES

approach, the performance of two hybrid models for the pre-

diction of the flow around a circular cylinder at Reynolds

numbers 106 and 2× 106, and the flow over a NACA0021 air-

foil in a deep stall at Reynolds number 270000. These hybrid

models combine either a RANS model or the DDES approach

with the dynamic variational multiscale (DVMS) model for

the large eddy simulation. A mesh adaptation procedure is

currently being applied for the NACA0021 benchmark, with

the aim of improving the prediction of the aerodynamic and

aeroacoustic characteristics of the flow, such as the airfoil self-

noise generation and propagation.

TURBULENCE MODELING

We start by briefly specifying the base ingredients of our

hybrid turbulence strategies, namely the RANS or DDES com-

ponent, and the DVMS component.

• RANS component: two low Reynolds RANS models are

used in our hybrid models, more specifically they are the k−ε
model proposed in Goldberg et al.[1] and the k − R model

recently introduced in [2] by Zhang et al. They have been

chosen for their abilities to properly predict separated flows

with adverse pressure gradients.

• DDES component: in this work, the classical DDES ap-

proach [3] is based either on the Spalart-Allmaras model or

the k − ε model of Goldberg [1].

• LES-like component: the DVMS approach proposed in [4]

is used as the LES part of our hybrid models. In this approach,

the variational multiscale (VMS) model, aiming to limit the

effects of the subgrid-scale (SGS) model to the smallest re-

solved scales, is combined with the dynamic procedure which

provides a tuning of the SGS dissipation in space and time, so

that the resulting DVMS model enjoys synergistic effects. An

important consequence is that the DVMS model introduces

less dissipation than its LES counterpart (based on the same

SGS model).

• Hybrid models Our hybrid strategies blend either a RANS

or DDES model with the DVMS approach [5]. After semi-

discretization, these hybrid models can be written as(
∂Wh

∂t
,Φi

)
+ (∇ · F (Wh),Φi) =

−θ
(
τmod(Wh),Φi

)
− (1− θ)

(
τDVMS(W ′

h),Φ′
i

)
(1)

where the stress tensor τmod holds for either the RANS stress

tensor or the stress tensor used in the DDES approach based

on a given RANS model, τDVMS is the SGS term that applies

in DVMS on the small resolved scales component W ′
h of the

hybrid variable Wh, Φi denotes the basis and test functions, F

denotes the convective and viscous fluxes, and θ is the blend-

ing function.

Two blending functions are applied in this work, which allow

an automatic and progressive switch from RANS or DDES to

DVMS where the grid resolution is fine enough to resolve a

significant part of the local turbulence scales or fluctuations.

Typically, it is desirable to have the DVMS component acti-

vated in the wake region instead of the RANS or DDES com-

ponent due to the low dissipation introduced by the DVMS

approach. Additionally, these blending functions prevent the

activation of the DVMS mode in the boundary layer through

the use of a shielding function. These blending functions can

write as θ = 1− fd(1− tanh(ξ2)) with ξ = ∆
lRANS

where

lRANS denotes the characteristic RANS scale, ∆ is the filter

width, and fd is a shielding function which characterizes each

of the two blending functions applied in this work:

◦ fd = fddes the delaying function used in DDES (see [3])

◦ fd = fgeo = exp
(
− 1
ε

min2(d− δ0, 0)
)

with d the normal

distance to the wall, ε > 0 small enough and δ0 > 0 (of the

order of the boundary layer thickness).

NUMERICAL MODEL

The spatial discretization, detailed in [4, 5] is an upwing

finite-volume/finite element of low dissipation (sixth-order

space derivatives). A novelty is the combination with the

Transient Fixed Point mesh adaptation loop of [6].

APPLICATIONS

• Flow past a cylinder Two Reynolds numbers, 106 and

2×106, based on the cylinder diameter and on the freestream

velocity, are considered. From Table 1, it can be noted that
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the prediction of these coefficients by the hybrid simulations at

Reynolds number 106 are globally in good agreement with the

experimental data. The distribution over the cylinder surface

of the mean pressure coefficient, shown in Figure 1, confirms

this trend. The same observations can be made at Reynolds

number 2× 106 (results not shown for the sake of brevity).

• Flow over an airfoil in a deep stall A NACA0021 airfoil

at an angle of attack 60o is considered at Reynolds number

270000 based on the chord length. A coarse mesh of 517 K

vertices is used. Two bulk coefficients and the distribution

of the mean pressure coefficient over the airfoil surface are

respectively given in Table 2 and Figure 3 as an example.

Ongoing results using an adapted mesh (Figure 2), as well as

acoustic post-processing, will also be shown.
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Cd C′
l −Cpb θ

Present simulations

DDES 0.20 0.04 0.22 138

DDES/DVMS (fddes) 0.20 0.02 0.22 135

RANS/DVMS (fddes) 0.25 0.09 0.25 132

Measurements

Exp. Shih et al. (1993) - 0.24 0.33 -

Exp. Szechenyi (1975) 0.25 0.32 - -

Exp. Goelling (2006) - - - 130

Table 1: Bulk coefficients of the flow around a circular cylinder

at Reynolds number 106. Cd denotes the mean drag coeffi-

cient, C′
l the root mean square of lift time fluctuations, Cpb

the mean pressure coefficient at cylinder basis, and θ the mean

separation angle.

Figure 1: Distribution over the cylinder surface of the mean

pressure coefficient at Reynods number 106.

Mesh size Cd Cl

Present simulations

RANS/DVMS (fdgeo) 0.5M 1.66 1.03

RANS/DVMS (fddes) 0.5M 1.54 0.95

DDES/DVMS (fgeo) 0.5M 1.77 1.06

DDES/DVMS (fddes) 0.5M 1.64 1.01

DDES-SA/mesh adaptation 0.2M 1.53 0.97

Measurement

Exp. Swalwell (2005) 1.517 0.931

Table 2: Mean drag and lift coefficients for the NACA0021.

Figure 2: Partial view of a 0.9M adapted mesh and velocity

0 ≤ ||U || ≤ 65.

Figure 3: Mean pressure coefficient over the airfoil surface.
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